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Paolo Fiorani
General Manager
Progea

Dear Reader Friends,
We will remember this strange year 2020 for a
long time. Who would have imagined what was to
happen shortly after the last edition of this Magazine
with the arrival of the  COVID-19 pandemic.
Lockdown has dealt a hard blow to the world
economy and, above all, to the health of us all, our
loved ones, friends and colleagues of whom have all
been effected by the virus in one way or another.
Even though the situation in Europe is improving,
due to the heroic efforts of doctors and nurses,
and our sense of responsibility, in many parts of the
world the situation is still serious forcing us to keep
our guard up.
We have learnt to adapt in this time of social
distancing.  We have had to reorganize our work
without interrupting company activities to ensure
continuous work flow between innovation and
development, and customer care as always while
relentlessly safeguarding the health of others:
colleagues, customers and suppliers.  while .   For
us who produce software, working from home has
been less complicated as a necessary solution than
we thought it would be. We have discovered a new
way of working that will be useful in the years to
come. We hope that the most difficult months of
the pandemic are behind us. Months which carried
uncertainty of the future together with unease and
fear caused by the lack of knowledge of the virus. It
will be a difficult year for all of us while waiting in
hope for the quick arrival of a vaccine. We have to
look to the future, and it is this that has always been
Progea’s vocation as it enters into its thirtieth year in
operation. 2020 will remain a very significant year
for projects that have been completed and those
that are in near completion or yet to materialize.  
From a technology stance, the long-awaited 4.0
version of Movicon.NExT has been released along
with a new WebHMI product to complete the
process of maturity in a new generation industrial
software platform that represents the most
innovative and flexible software technology for
automation projects that today range from small

WebHMI for Linux and embedded systems, and
SCADA/HMI, to factory supervisory and efficiency
analysis solutions and MES that are indispensable for
Industry 4.0. All providing unmatched scalability.
The Progea team experts focused their work on User
Experience and User Interface integration, giving
special importance to four key aspects: Flexibility,
Usability, Security and Performance.  This issue gives
you the opportunity to discover all the novelties in
detail. Progea now faces the challenge of its brand
new Movicon WebHMI product, as part of the 4.0
platform for the world of mini and micro applications.
Movicon.NExT can therefore now be used to create
WebHMI and Cross-Platform applications based on
the HTML5 SVG and Web Server technology with
100% hardware and operating system independency.
A giant leap forwards for greater marketing scalability
on offer today to demonstrate that, despite the
current struggle of the global economy, Progea is still
continuing to invest in Research and Development
and human resources by strengthening its technical
Team with new personnel.
We expect a lot from our new products, one of
which we hasten to mentions includes Connext 4.0,
to allow companies to expand their user base and
consolidate the most innovative software available
today. We are confidently making progress with
our roadmap which is oriented at providing you
with software technology that is capable of building
the base of your projects, whether big or small, to
meet the demands for innovation in digitalization
processes of all Industry 4.0 solutions.
For the forthcoming months we aim to keep on
improving and face new global challenges hoping
that we can personally share our efforts and
showcase our new products at the SPS Nuremburg
tradefair 2020.
But not before enjoying a well-deserved and, I hope
for everyone, relaxing summer vacation.
Thank you for trusting us.
Have a good read and keep up the good Work!
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The new Movicon.NExT 4.0 version
Claudio Fiorani

R&D Manager
Progea srl

Movicon.NExT 4.0 is the new industrial software platform
that offers the most innovative and flexible software
technology for HMI Windows/Linux projects, SCADA
supervisory and efficiency analysis and ME, indispensable
for Industry 4.0.
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Improved project wizard automation. Revised and amplified
Help. Plus new integrated Cross-Reference.
Security – new and additional User Management features.
New version still comes with the ClickOnce Setup.

The Progea SCADA/HMI/MES software platform
has advanced its technology to integrate greater User
Experience and User Interface, with specific focus on these
four aspects:

Performances – new, faster and more efficient Driver base
classes. Greater fluidity with screens containing a high
number of objects.
Improved screen parameterization, enhanced Recipe,
Historian and Alarm managements.

Flexibility – new integrated SVG Web Client and WebHMI
technology, enhanced FBD Editor and extended NExT
Project Builder.

But what are the main novelties of the 4.0?
Let’s go and discover together in detail.

Usability - streamlined and more intuitive-to-use
Workspace, easier navigation and greater customizability.

Even greater scalable architecture
The software platform’s flexibility becomes more flexible

www.progea.com

with the introduction of the new Web Client SVG
technology and support to WebHMI projects, which can be
created with the same Movicon.NExT 4.0 environment and
run on small Windows or Linux devices.
The New Project Wizards have been improved and
expanded.
Wizards can now be accessed from the startup window
or system menu. All the main configuration parameters,
including communication transports, come already preconfigured.
Light or Dark Interface
The development environment can be displayed in light
or dark mode according to the system’s settings. The
look comprising the icons and images adapt to the chosen
settings by simply restarting the application.
Reorganization of System Menus
The Ribbons used in the previous version have been
replaced by Toolbars and as a consequence the System
Menus have been reorganized for simplicity-of-use and
intuitiveness. The Menu commands can be disabled or
enabled according to context. In addition, a box has been
added to search and execute commands.
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development environment management within which to
work. A number of layouts can be defined according to
work mode and Layout configurations can be transferred
from one computer to another. Special care has been
given to a new Easy Mode: all the components of the
development environment adapt easily to the workspace
hiding those features that are less used.
Improved Symbol Library
The Symbol Library interface has been improved. The
libraries have been streamlined and the Animation and
Command Settings have been improved. The interface
of the windows used to assign Graphic Animations and
Command Settings have been enhanced by improving the
navigation commands within screens and simplifying lists
and their settings.
Simplified screen editing
A new contextual menu has been created for objects that
groups all the functions of the selected element together.
Object names are also easy and quick to edit.

A new window layout
A new configurable window layout comes with a save
option to allow a more comfortable and personalized
5
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Enhanced project explorer
An option has been added to explore and modify the
resources of the I/O Data Server without needing to open
its window in edit mode. The 200 item limit per group/
folder of the previous 3.4 version has been removed to
improve performances when many items are displayed.
New contextual menus corresponding to the various
resources have also been added. Full support has also been
included for using the keyboard to navigate the project tree
items by using the direction arrow keys or typing in the
initial of the item’s name in the quick search box.
Streamlined property window
The Resource and Object Property management has been
revised. Properties have been placed in logical group order
for easier searching and access. Other simplifications have
also been made for the same reason.
Enhanced I/O Data Server Editor
Faster tag exploring without the 200 tag max. limit which
existed in the previous version. Tag import/export in OPC
UA XML Standard format. The Settings’ Tabs have been
reorganized and SQLite support has been integrated: the
compact database does not require SQL Server installation
and is ideal for small applications.
Improved I/O Data Server Tag Editor
Hierarchical View with Tag icons representing data type
with in-line data type editing using the Find/Replace Tag
function.
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Simplified Alarm and Historian settings
Associating Server resources and tags has been improved
and made easier to do. Tags can now be viewed, added or
removed directly from each resource: Alarms, Historian,
Dataloggers, Engineer Units, Views.
Enhanced Alarm Management
The new Alarm Management in the 4.0 version has been
enhanced in both the editor and the options offered at
runtime.
It is now possible to get information on active alarms and
messages in each area, use the variable statistical values to
generate alarms and know the total time needed to manage
preventive maintenance. In addition, alarm editing is now
easier as alarm thresholds can now be added directly from
the ‘Alarms’ tab.
Enriched Historian Management
The Historian Management in the new Movicon.NExT
version has been enriched with useful features to store and
visualize data.
Renewed and more efficient Cross-reference
The Cross-reference has been enhanced and is faster to use
for searching. It is now possible to detect Tags defined in
the I/O Data Server and not used in the project and remove
them. A Connections function has been added listing all
the database connection strings used throughout the entire
project, and a Strings function has also been added to list all
the text strings used in the project.

www.progea.com

Renewed Recipe Management
A Grid Viewer is now available to make it easier for the
operator to use the Recipe management. In addition, recipe
fields are easier to configure and recipes can be also be
exported and imported in CSV format.
Improved Screen parameterization
The asterisk character can now be used to manage screen
parameterization quicker by grouping the tags to be
parameterized within folders.
Enhanced FBD Editor
New data setting functions, calculation functions and
special functions have been implemented to increase
calculation possibilities in WebHMI systems with the
application of sequential Function Block Diagram logic.
Extended NExT Project Builder
The Movicon.NExT Builder represents an adHoc assembly
to allow NExT projects to be manipulated by using C#/
VB.NET code, or by using the project’s script. The following
project resources that can be manipulated in the 4.0 version
have been extended to include: Events, Menus, Recipes,
Schedulers, Shortcuts, Users.
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new tool to access the project by remote control using a
HTML5 browser.
The new Web Client SVG technology supplements the
previous one and does not replace it. A new command has
been added to deploy projects for the new Web Server that
exploits the conversion of graphics from XAML to SVG, and
the Java script functions on the client side to avoid having
to instantiate each user session locally. The new Web
Client SVG processes graphics locally on Client browser
so that a greater number of connections can be managed
simultaneously. You only need to choose which technology
to use in your project.
License calculation made simpler.
It is no longer necessary to start up the Server in order to
know how many tags are used by the project for License
reasons.
It is now just sufficient to access the Options menu >
License > Request License.
Revised and expanded Help
Documentation has been enhanced with the reorganization
of topics, additional Tutorials and Examples. Plus
improvements have been made to the web portal.

ClickOnce Setup
The ClickOnce Setup is also available in the in the 4.0
version with the additional possibility to use a Net
license and not only a local one. The ClickOnce setup
can be customized as needed. A specific «Url» can be
used to download runtime (Intranet or Internet). Runtime
versioning is managed by means of automated upgrading or
downgrading.
New Web Client SVG
The WebHMI SVG technology offers the availability of a
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Now and the future, Progea and Covid-19
Andrea Di Talia

Marketing & Communications
Progea srl

Telecommuting, Webinar, Video-Call… these are some of
the terms that have become more frequently associated to
lockdown due to the COVID-19 pandemic, but have now
also become routine within the work place.
The obligation to stay closed indoors of ones home and
to social distance have caused companies to rethink their
business models, reshape their vision of working within
the company or by remote at home with new methods of
working and safety procedures to ensure that during and
after this crisis, employees, customers and suppliers work
within a controlled environment that allows them to operate
in complete safety without hindrance.
Technology has played a crucial role in speeding up times of
digitalizing work tasks to allow us to be ‘smarter’, safer and to

e
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make major/less impact on business costs and environmental
pollution.
As life long promoters of technology innovation and digital
transformation, Progea was already making webinar online
available to their customers along with remote technical
support and distance training courses at the onset of
COVID-19.
With the requirements deriving from the pandemic and
lockdown and with the main objective to safeguard the
health and safety on their employees, Progea has organized
all their working activities to go remote in order to ensure
customers receive technical support at the same level of
quality and efficiency as before.

www.progea.com
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Business continuity and
Coronavirus
The situation created by the
Covid-19 world emergency is
a stress test for many business
organizations. In order to ensure
business continuity and prepare for
the future, there will probably be
a rapid increase in the diffusion of
industrial systems for production
management and control using
ICS, SCADA, and HMI which are
remotely controllable.

Furthermore, this particular situation is bringing to light the
added value in having remote management and control
tools for manufacturing plants, machines, processes and
anything else whose situation can be carefully controlled in
real-time.  Today’s scenario makes maintenance processes
even more critical, for example.  Where it is possible to
implement predictive maintenance, it is possible to plan with
the necessary safety and calmness any field interventions in
critical plants and manage any problems or directly support
the end user to find a solution remotely.
The new 4.0 generation solutions offered by Progea aim
to support companies in this difficult transition. Their
all-inclusive industrial software platform provides many

useful features that help you confront these strange times.
Thanks to Movicon.NExT 4.0, and its modular ecosystem
of products, it is possible to connect, control, monitor and
collect data safely from the plant, no matter how remote it is
located, and from any device.
This has been made possible by the innovative and flexible
technology used by Progea that guarantees a high level
of efficiency and security for all operators as well as the
company to continue business operations and work flow to a
certain degree or likewise improve them.
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The Seoul subway becomes sustainable
with Movicon.NExT
Sang Hyun Jeon

Executive Director
Inter Electric

Progea’s Movicon.NExT SCADA has been
chosen to manage and control the Seoul
subway network in South Korea.

Inter Electric Co., Ltd. was founded in 1999 in Seoul, South

Korea. The company initially specialized in IED integration
(Intelligent electronic devices) main in the naval sector
for clients such as Hyundai Heavy Industry of Seoul. The
subsequent introduction of SCADA and PLC/DCS solutions
(distributed control systems) in the chemical, oil & gas,
power plants, water treatment, manufacturing and transport
sectors, has brought continuous company growth.  Today,
Inter Electric is further expanding its portfolio of offers in
energy management and risk management for power, civil
and industrial plants.
Among the various customers that Inter Electric boasts
is the Seoul Metro, which is not only one of the most
representative public institutions in South Korea, in as
much as it operates the subway network in the capital and
neighbouring suburbs, but its recent goal is to develop urban
transport and improve the public welfare.
The Seoul subway consists of 22 lines in operation and 707
stations, including the Korail railway lines (Korea Railroad
Corporation - the most important South Korean railway)
and those for commuter traffic. It is comprised of 537.4 km
of subway track with a total length of 1131.5 km with the
suburban railway included.
The Seoul subway is one of the most used urban transport
systems in the world with over eight million journeys a day.
The network serves Seoul, Incheon, Gyeonggi-do, the north
of Chungcheongnam-do and the western part of Gangwondo.
Over 70% of the metro line is underground. The network
consists of lines 1 to 9 and serves the city of Seoul and
urban neighbourhoods. The Seoul Metro operates subway
lines 1 to 8.
The first subway track, Line 1, went under construction in
1971 and was inaugurated in 1974. Seoul Metropolitan
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Subway Corporation was founded in 1981 following the
opening of the first railway line.
The company took charge of constructing the various
underground lines 2 to 8 in the 80’s.  
To date, Seoul Metro operates 277 subway stations, 80
substations and 16 depots. In order to modernize the
railway line management system and monitor electricity
consumption 24/7 through collecting and analysing
consumption data, Seoul Metro turned to Inter Electric to
design a system that could do this and manage and control
the subway network.

945 energy meters installed
The entire Seoul subway line management system is
composed of five servers and two PCs located in the main
control room and depots. The entire station monitoring
system is built with 945 energy meters for measuring
the energy consumptions of both the alternative current
(AC) and direct current (DC) power supply.  In addition,
specific meters have been installed for measuring current
peaks.  The 890 AC meter model, located in the stations,
detect the energy consumption of some electrical and
mechanical systems used in the station, while the 55EA
DC meter model, installed in the depots, collect the energy
consumptions of all the vehicles on the lines. All of the
meters used the Modbus communication protocol. The
main server’s task is to collect data from the two monitoring
servers, one is installed in the security network and the
other is installed in the administrative network. The energy
consumptions are also calculated on the main server using
the Movicon.NExT Pro.Energy module.
The data aggregated and calculated by Pro.Energy are
crossed referenced with historical data in the client’s
databased and are displayed on energy dashboards using the
historical analysis objects in Movicon.NExT.
In addition, the main server allows energy dashboards to be
displayed in a PC equipped with a 55” monitor and installed
at the subway’s control room entrance.  
The Main Server-PC communication is secured by the

www.progea.com
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OPC UA protocol which is made natively available by the
Movicon.NExT platform.
By using the Modbus protocol, the main monitoring server
collects consumption data from the DC meters residing
in the subway stations of lines 5 to 8. The data from the
meters that measure energy peaks, which are installed on
lines 1 to 4 and relating depots, are collected in this server
using the BACnet protocol.
All collected data are shared with the database residing
on the DB server. In addition, this server also notifies and
sends alarms defined for the various lines and consumption
reports.
Furthermore, this server uses a connection script to collect
additional consumption data from 8 MySQL servers in the
system.
All the data collected by the main server and the two
monitoring servers converge in the database server. This
blind server is directly connected to a PC installed in the
manager’s office of the various lines and provided real-time
visualization of all the collected data on various dashboards
made available by Movicon.NExT.
A fifth server has been designed and installed for the
purpose of managing the connectivity of all the web
applications better.  In fact, the entire web interface of
the 50 web clients available in the system is managed and
displayed by means of this server.
The modularity of Progea’s SCADA made it possible to divide
the various applications that compose the whole project
into different parts. In this way, the hardware resources
were distributed efficiently allowing the application to
be segmented to ensure the required different levels of
network security. Overall, this provides constant and realtime monitoring of the energy consumption trend of the
various stations and depots. This is done by calculating
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consumption data every five minutes and aggregating the
data in tables made available by the various databases.
Moreover, the energy consumption statistics and the
maximum power required by the each unit can be viewed
using the web interface. This same web interface can also
be used to provide energy managers with reports to analyse
energy consumptions in order to manage the power grid
more efficiently based on evaluations and cost fluctuations
provided by the national electricity supply company, KEPCO
(Korea Electric Power). The HMI interface on the PCs also
allows the power meters to be set with different values,
such as the CT transformation ratio, and set peak alarm
logic according to the indications provided by the energy
manager.

Subway station data Collection and energy
monitoring
Seoul Metro requested a system that would be easy-to-use
and reliable for collecting and monitoring energy data from
277 stations, 80 substations and 16 depots.  One that could
also support a diverse number of protocols among which
had to include Modbus and BACnet. In addition, they also
wanted a web interface that would allow the Seoul Metro
operators to collect third party data from external systems
such as DR, Weather and ERP.
Inter Electric installed a Movicon.NExT Client Server
license on each of the two monitoring servers and a Pro.
Energy license with 500 measuring points each on the
web server. This enabled Inter Electric to equally distribute
the monitored energy consumption calculations and
aggregations as requested by Seoul Metro. The BACnet
communication option has also been activated on these
two monitoring servers to allow access to the field for lines

www.progea.com
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“The total energy consumption in August 2019 deceased by 4%
compared to that of August 2018, allowing Seoul Metro to be perfectly
in line with the ROI estimated during the energy efficiency project
planning phase.”
Sang Hyun Jeon, Executive Director - Inter Electric

1 to 4 with this protocol type.  A Movicon.NExT SCADA
Server license was installed on the main server as it was not
required to have a local HMI interface.
The main server was also enabled with the OPC UA Server
option in order to share data from the HMI interface with
the subway control room PC. This PC was installed with a
Movicon.NExT SCADA license with the Client option only to
display data deriving from the main server. A Movicon.NExT
SCADA license with Client option only was also provided
for the PC installed in the subway line manager’s office to
display data from the server database.
Finally, a Movicon.NExT SCADA license was installed in the
web server dedicated to managing the web applications,  
developed with Movicon, for 50 web clients as requested by
Seoul Metro.

Movicon.NExT and the constant availability of Progea’s
technical staff who have actively supported us both in the
pre-sales stages while formulating the project specifications
and in the post-sales stages by providing us with useful
examples and suggestions that allowed us to save time
implementing the project”.

Consumption reductions in just one year
The implementation of the Movicon.NExT architecture has
brought the customer many advantages.
“In particular” declared Sang Hyun Jeon, Executive Director
of Inter Electric “the operator can now identify their
energy consumption trend and compare them with the
consumptions of the other subway stations thanks to Pro.
Energy”. This allows the energy manager to identify energy
consumptions and intervene where and when necessary to
reduce energy consumption.
“The total energy consumption” continued Sang Hyun Jeon
“in August 2019 decreased by 4% compared to that of
August 2018, thus allowing Seoul Metro to be perfectly in
line with the ROI which was estimated during the energy
efficiency project planning phase.”
Staff at Inter Electric have actively supported the end user in
planning the project by designing the system’s architecture
based on the requests put forward by Seoul Metro,
controlling the various stations and providing careful and
specific advice.
“The whole project” concluded Sang Hyun Jeon “has been
realized thanks to the flexibility of
13
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Sierra Coating Technologies
choose Movicon
Matt Dictus

Electrical Engineer
Tech4 - Technology for automation

With more than 20 years’ experience in  the automation
technology sector,  Tech4, with headquarters based in De
Pere in Wisconsin (USA), has earned itself a significant
position in the automation of industrial machinery over
the years.  One of the company’s core strengths lie in
providing customers with all-inclusive turnkey solutions by
implementing the most innovative technology and knowhow that it has been able to consolidate throughout its
years in operation. Tech4 is readily available in helping the
client throughout the setup and completion stages when
the system is up and running.
The industries in which it operates the most include the
paper industry, for those companies who specialize in
producing and transforming paper, the Oil & Gas and food
industries, specifically for those companies who build
packaging and bottling machinery for food possessing
companies.
The Sierra Coating Technologies LLC, from Green Bay in
Wisconsin, is the one that stands out the most amongst
Tech4’s various customers.  This company went into
operation over 20 years ago and has since gained the
trust of the market within which it operates. By basing
its working philosophy on the fundamental concept of
producing quality products, Sierra Coating Technologies
has been able to protect the brand name of its customers.
To ensure this quality, they invest heavily in advanced
lamination and coating equipment technology. The
product development and definition process is an in-depth
procedure which involves reviewing, defining, testing and
ultimately determining which are the best options. Tech4
has been collaborating with Sierra Coasting for nearly 20
years by providing their services to integrate machinery,
update, revamp and install new technology and provide
assistance to those already existing.
Tech4 provides services based on its vast experience in the
paper conversion industry, web management applications
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and system integration as well as its vast technical
experience.

Paper conversion supervision
Sierra Coating recently requested the intervention of
Tech4 to use their expertise to monitor and control
various machines used in their paper conversion lines.
They needed to implement a system that could manage
and send alarms and code in a way that would allow
operators to clearly and quickly understand eventual
problems detected in the individual units or the system
as a whole. A touchscreen equipped with Movicon was
installed on the first production line machine along with a
CompactLogix PLC and several temperature sensors that
allowed the machine’s state and efficiency to be controlled.  
By interfacing the PLC with the Ethernet/IP protocol, the
Movicon SCADA reads, collects and stores the temperature
values provided by the sensors every ten minutes by
using data loggers to save them on a SQL database at a
fixed frequency. This new function to collect and save
temperature inputs also allows graphics to be created
by relating the various parameters with one another so
that operators can also monitor their historical trends in
addition to the real-time trends.  Custom Reports can also
be saved and printed according to date or area of each
specific machine.
The second production line machine was revamped with
various automation components that included not only
the installation of a touchscreen with the Movicon SCADA
aboard but also the replacement of the Indramat drives and
CompactLogix and SLC500 PLCs with B&R PLCs and drives
and the relative Remote I/O Controls.
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This revamping and the interfacing of the various
automation devices was easy due to the multiple protocols
available in the SCADA offered by Progea. The entire B&R
automation system communicates with Movicon usng the
PVI communication protocol.  In this specific machine, the
supervisor’s task is to manage all the various production
processes using the recipe management. The operator
can use a specific screen to choose which one of the many
recipes, saved and loaded in the PLC, to activate and run
on the production line. Movicon also supervises system
access control using an integrated user management so
that only authorized personnel are granted access to
perform any modifications to the production process they
have been assigned to.
A further revamp was done to the last production line
machine involving that involved the various automation
parts. The ABB  SLC500 PLCs in this specific machine
were replaced with the Rockwell CompactLogix PLCs and,
in addition to the normal functioning of the PLC, a B&R
security was also added to monitor and control machine
safety. The Movicon SCADA also took over the role of
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human-machine interface previously held by the HMI
Maple System to allow new features to be added, such as
the tracking of temperature and speed parameters of each
motor installed on the machine. The data of the various
operating parameters of each individual motor is collected
in a SQL Database from which useful data is retrieved
to create various graphic screens that can be presented
in table format or trends that keep machine operators
updated in real-time.
The function used for sending remote notifications using
the Alarm Dispatcher module has been enabled on all three
Movicon licenses installed on the machines. This allows
the various reports, which can be created and saved in
various formats such as PDF and Excel, to be sent on event
or command.

Sierra Coating Technologies LLC’s goal
The solution proposed by Tech4 has enabled Sierra
Coating to improve the reliability of its machines and thus
prolong their life expectancy.
Furthermore, machine uptime has increased, reducing plant
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downtime and material waste. More accurate controls has
meant that the machines now work with greater precision
when applying laminate to paper or cardboard and as such
there are less cracks in the coating caused by uneven
application.
What’s more, the visualization of collected data in trend or
table format is much easier to use and intuitive. Operators
can therefore keep the machines in top condition to obtain
better end products.
Another major advantage of using the Movicon SCADA is
that machine behaviour can be monitored and controlled.
Machine operators are provided with description of
alarm code in intelligible format that were previously only
available in numerical format on small displays on the drive.

impact on the client’s choice to use this SCADA to use. In
Sierra Coating’s specific case, the end customer practically
had an unlimited choice of PLCs or drives to use as a
replacement of those they were using before. Matt Dictus
finally adds that, “A further strength and distinctive feature
of Movicon is the powerful and integrated Report Designer
which has allowed us to provide the customer with a
technologically performing solution at the right price”.

Why Movicon?
There are several reasons that led Tech4 to use Movicon in
the Sierra Coating project.
The most relevant factor concerns the programming
interface: “Developing applications is fast and easy with
Movicon. This SCADA also offers a variety of features
that include the recipe management and the possibility to
create reports and to send them in electronic format. It
has all the features that has made our project successful”,
declared Matt Dictus, Electrical Engineer of Tech4 LLC.  

Simplicity-of-use for Tech4 projects
What has led and still leads Tech4 to offer its customers
and implement the Movicon SCADA in its automation
projects is mainly the fact that the supervisory software
offered by Progea is a platform extremely easy to use
during the project implementation phases. This factor was
made evident to the Tech4 staff when needing to reuse
previously developed resources in new projects. Movicon
also has great number of protocols which made a great

“Developing applications is fast and easy with Movicon. This SCADA
also offers a variety of features that include the recipe management and
the possibility to create reports and send them in electronic format. It
has all the features that has made our project successful”, declared Matt
Dictus, Electrical Engineer of Tech4 LLC.
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Matt Dictus Interview
Tech4 Electrical Engineer
Ilaria Varenna

Marketing
Progea International

How long have you been using the Progea
software products?
Matt Dictus - Electrical Engineer di Tech4 | Tech4
collaborates with Progea and has been using their products
for more than eight years. At that time we were searching
for a SCADA to replace the one we were using and the
excellent ratio between the technical feature and license
scalability was a significant factor that led us to choose
Movicon.  The security guaranteed by the SCADA and the
availability of the technical support staff were the other
factors that convinced us to choose the solution offered by
Progea.

What makes Movicon stand out among its
rivals?
Matt Dictus | Movicon’s strength, in my opinion, lies in
its flexibility which cannot be found in other software
products to the same extent. Movicon makes developing
faster due to the way in which its tools have been
designed. I find rival products to be lacking in flexibility
making it harder to develop projects so swiftly. Another
feature that adds to its strength is the possibility to import
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and reuse the project in a more recent software version.
Most rival SCADA software do not provide functions
to import previously developed projects in more recent
versions.

What do you think the advantages are in being
a Progea partner?
Matt Dictus | The assistance I receive from the technical
support staff is undeniably very satisfactory, in addition
to the fact that Progea has developed several protocols
we requested. These two very important factors
considering that many company do not often offer
their partners this type of service. The price is also
very competitive considering the product value and the
features it has to offer.  Ultimately, Progea supports Tech4
by promoting our skills and know-how with final customers
and showing projects designed by us as system integration
benchmarks.

www.progea.com

What do you think the future holds for
Movicon.NExT?
Matt Dictus | Graphially speaking Movicon.NExT is a
SCADA way above other software products offered
today. I imagine that the trend to improve even more at a
graphical level will always be continuous. When it comes
to server/client access, I am convinced that this aspect will
improve further following the footsteps of what I believe to
be an excellent product like Movicon 11.
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and South America. However, at the same time, we are
seeing a recovery in the medical sector in the United
States. With this in mind, I’ve also seen a continuous
upgrading and revamping of machinery and an increase
in robotics integration in all industries. This is very
encouraging as it means more involvement for Tech4
who are always at the forefront offering technologically
advanced solutions in which Movicon plays an important
role.

What are your thoughts about the industry
sectors in which Tech4 operates?
Matt Dictus | Lately we have been witnessing a migration
of various companies in the paper industry, both in terms
of production and conversion, to countries such as Asia
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Anti-intrusion and Video Surveillance
for the National Gallery of the Marches
Giuseppe Tannurella

Production Manager
Elettronica Cortesi

Movicon.NExT’s top security protects the
paintings, statues and works-of-art in the
Ducal Palace of Urbino.

The Ducal Palace of Urbino is one of the most interesting

architectual and artistic landmarks of the entire Italian
Renaissance and is home of the National Gallery of the
Marches. The Italian state owned building is located in
the centre of the historic village of Urbino flanked by other
monuments such as the cathedral and Sanzo Theatre. It is
one of the most visited monuments in the region and holds
many museum, musical and artistic events.  Together with
the National Gallery, it records over 190,000 visitors a year.

Who are Elettronica Cortesi?
Elettronica Cortesi went into operation in 1959 as an
initiative of brothers Carlo and Antonio Cortesi, as a artisan
reality in the field of radio and television assistance. They
are now top experts  specializing in electronic security
systems with cutting edge technology and integrated
services at 360° with over 12,000 installed alarm systems
and a benchmark for those looking for smart solutions to
live in complete safety.
Elettronica Cortesi designs high performance security
systems with components of the latest generation and is
a highly reliable technological partner. It also offers the
advantage of being an only interlocutor on which you can
count upon for installation, monitoring and support. The
customer’s needs are assessed in the first planning stages
as well as all the risk factors to provide the best customized
system accordingly.
Elettronica Cortesi has been installing burglar systems
of every type with the utmost professionalism for over
60 years: from the most complex systems for companies
to simpler ones for home use and external areas such as
gardens, parks, courtyards and squares.
Elettronica Cortesi specializes in:
- Complex video surveillance systems
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- Fire and gas detection
- Access control and burglary systems for companies,
banks, shopping centers and infrastructures
- Anti-intrusion and smarthome solutions

A project involving the use of 450 sensors and
160 video cameras
Giusppe Tannurella, Production Manager of Elettronica
Cortesi, explains that the project is based on a innovative
feature that allows video surveillance, by means of 60
internal custodians, of the Ducal Palace of Urbino where
the magnificent National Gallery or the Marches is housed.
Progea’s Movicon.NExT SCADA software was chosen for
the anti-intrusion and video surveillance system to monitor
the various rooms where the paintings, statues and works
of art are exhibited. Specifically, the system has 450
snesors with 160 video cameras distributed throughout the
palace.
The Palace supervision is based on tag variations,
which is information sent to Movicon.NExT through a
main connection to a modbus, an hardware device that
transforms tag signals emitted by the control unit to the
Progea SCADA supervisor with the modbus protocol.
When an alarm is triggered, Movicon.NExT changes the
tags using the modbus protocol and as the tags change it
calls a map with video streaming of the room where the
alarm was triggered.
Therefore, if an alarm was triggered in a room where
the data cabinet is located on the first floor due to an
attempted theft, the alarm control unit sends the signal to
the hardware device which converts in modbus protocol
and Movicon.NExT will interprete the tag variation by
displaying it to the custodians on control screens with
different colors indicating the variation state of the sensor
as well as video streaming of the room in question to allow
the custodian to view the room immediately.

www.progea.com
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How does the video surveillance system
function?

Functional architecture for works of art
security

Tannurella shows us how the video surveillance system
began with divided on two monitors. The first shows a
general floor by floor layout of the Ducal Palace of Urbino.   
The second monitor displays the four main floors of the
Ducal Palace in real-time.  When an alarm is triggered in
the main monitor, the floor which the alarm refers to is
opened showing a map at full screen with the blinking
sensor to let the operator know where exactly the alarm
was triggered. Video streaming from a video camera
associated to the sensor that generated the alarm is also
called in the same map.

The alarm control unit, supervised by Movicon.NExT
through a proprietary format, communicates with a
gateway which manages the vanderbit proprietary protocol
conversion in the modbus and transmits the events to
Movicon.NExT.
Based on the event received by the supervisor, a popup
with a map or blinking sensor opens at full screen to show
what is happening at that certain point of the palace. In
addition to video streaming, there is also a volumetric
sensor that goes into alarm state when detecting
movement, such as someone touching a door, window or
painting and triggers a full alarm if someone tries to steal a
work of art.
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“Our goal, as well as the customer’s, was to find an unique software
platform that could manage both the video camera and anti-intrusion
control systems. Progea’s Movicon.NExT was found to be the ideal
solution that met our needs.”
Giuseppe Tannurella, Elettronica Cortesi Production Manager

Why Movicon.NExT?
Giusseppe Tannurella says, “Initially, we were hesitant about
the project for being too innovative for our organization for
we had never tackled this sort of software programming
from scratch.   In fact, this type of project required that we
would have to program some kind of SCADA software to
provide the customer what they wanted starting with
a basic idea and building on it step by step”.  However,
Movicon.NExT had given both the customers of the project
and Eletronica Cortesi confidence straight away to proceed
with the project.  Tannurella infact added that, “We saw a
demo of Movicon.NExT which convinced us right away that
it was the right one. We were especially impressed with
the idea to create a project from scratch where the end
customer could choose how to use the various scenarios.

This project started with a direct request from the
customer but we too, like Elettronica Cortesi, immediately
supported the choice of Movicon.NExT for the supervision
of the Ducal Palace of Urbino.”
The project met the customer’s expectations whose goal
was to obtain immediate visualization of the location in
which a certain alarm event occured as well as the ability
to add alarms and exclude zones.  Sensors can actually be
excluded on a needs basis in the event of malfunctioning
for example.

A screen representing a layout of the sensors and video
cameras on the first floor of the Ducal Palace of Urbino.
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Increasing energy
efficiency of processes

25

2019

WINNER

Giacomo Astolfi

Business Unit Manager
Alperia Bartucci

Alperia Bartucci SpA started up at the end of February

in 2018 when the Alperia Group brought 60% of Bartucci
SPA shares.
This transaction allowed Alperia to proceed with its
strategic development and diversification plan to maek
it one of the best experts in designing and implementing
industrial energy efficiency interventions.
Alperia Bartucci SpA follows customers located throughout
Italy and abroad with a work team of 50 skilled experts
trained to determine the best solution to reduce energy
bills of production processes.
Alperia Bartucci Spa is E.S.Co., UNI CEI 11352, ISO
9001 and ISO 14001 certified, and leaders in the energy
efficiency field with over 2 million White Certificates
obtained from developing and managing 400 projects
including Energy Performance Contract solutions.
Alperia Bartucci SpA offers 20 years of experience in
developing and design engineering energy efficiency
interventions with a daily goal to promote innovation that
guarantees a save in energy use and consequently less
impact on the environment. It offers support in all the
project engineering phases: from identifying interventions
and defining a business plan, from the choice of technology
provider to project implementation, from monitoring energy
performances to energy data valorization, from optimizing
processes and structures to improving behaviour.
Alperia Bartucci SpA focuses on innovation by committing
itself completely to Research & Development of innovative
technical solutions and approaching the market with new
business models, aimed at all industrial sectors, the civil,
residential and services sectors by offering innovative
and cutting edge E.S.Co solutions for integral energy
management.
Its activities span from: Planning and implementing
Advanced Control System, based on Predictive, Multivariable and  Machine Learning algorithms, successfully
applied in different sectors that include industrial and
services.

How to increase energy efficiency?
According to Giacomo Astolfi, customers who choose
the Alperia Bartucci solutions do so for the purpose of
increasing energy efficiency of their processes. Alperia
Bartucci helps them achieve this goal by providing
innovation technology to record an average energy save of
10%.
A great number of solutions engineered by Alperia Bartucci
use the Movicon SCADA within which DLLs developed
in the Matlab environment are loaded including control
algorithms engineered by Alperia Bartucci.
The SCADA interfaces with the End Customer’s
automation system from which the variables necessary
for the algorithms are read and towards which control set
points are sent. To date, Alperia Bartucci has successfully
designed engineered Advanced Control solutions in
different sectors which include: steel, cement, water
networks, transport, waste-to-energy plants, refineries and
residential buildings.

Customization and powerful graphics available
to every operator
Giacomo Astolfi, Business Unit Manager of Alperia
Bartucci, explains that the advantage gained is due to the
fact that Alperia Bartucci’s proprietary control algorithms
can be customized for each project and the use of the
SCADA allow operators to interact with the solution by
using powerful graphical interfaces.
This architecture defined as such has been certified as
a solution that complies with the requirements of the
Budget Law no. 232/2016 (Industry 4.0) and therefore
can be used to obtain the relevant tax benefits. In
addition, continues Astolfi, the main reasons for which the
Movicon SCADA software was chosen mainly concern the
integration of all the industrial automation systems and
the technical support service provided by Progea when
needed.
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Consolidated architecture:

HMI
Dispatcher
Mail

Matlab
m-file
(x64)

.dll

Server

Wrapper

Client

.exe

.dll

.dll

(x64)

(x86)

(x86)
Scheduler
Dispatcher

PLC
Script
WWBT.NET

Movicon

(x86)

Datalogger

MySQL

Utilities
Visual Studio

.dll

My SQL ODBC
Unicode Driver

“The software is based on conventional, consolidated and reliable
technology, that ensure good performances. Furthermore, the
interconnection with all automation systems has been greatly
appreciated in the industrial sector.”
Giacomo Astolfi, Business Unit Manager
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Progea and Intercomp,
a synergy for the future.
Gianluca Adami

Business Manager
Intercomp srl

Intercomp S.p.A. is an Italian company founded in 1983

and now a leader in the computer hardware sector offers
its own brand of innovative, high quality and reliable
solutions.
The company has become a benchmark in developing
hardware technology and in order to adapt to such
an innovative sector, they take a direct approach to
understanding individual customer needs according to the
sector they operate in.
We have developed many solutions over the years
in operation which can adapt to multiple operational
applications that fall into different categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hardware solutions for efficient industrial solutions
Tailor-made Hardware, customized solutions
Hardware for the hospital sector
Smart Parking Systems®, advanced public parking space
management
Multimedia Digital Signage solutions
Production and distribution of office hardware

After 35 years in operation developing hardware solutions,
Intercomp looks to the future knowing full well of the
challenges they face with industry 4.0.
“The market that revolves around hardware technology
has changed drastically. Our company did in fact start
with producing electronic boards and personal computers,
then as time went by we evolved and perfected to offer
solutions in a new industrial context”, says Gianluca
Adami Business Manager of Intercomp S.p.A. Today, the
industry, especially the Italian one, is experiencing a time
of  transformation, companies are increasingly becoming
more structured and have to manage larger amounts of
data during the production, distribution and sales cycle.  
Modern industries have a multitude of human-machine
interfaces, software for the management and aggregation
of data the communicate with IoT architecture.
This scenario opens up to intelligent business contexts
for data analysing and interpretation as well as artificial
intelligence, self learning and predictive intelligence.

Through these new elements, productivity becomes ‘Smart’.  
They can detect errors when they occur and automatically
adjust production based on store sales and can offer
specific data interfaces depending on the role of the
person using the terminal.
The future of the industry has already commenced and
only those who are already prepared will be ready for
the transformations introduced by these technologies.
Intercomp has understand that in order to face this future,
it is necessary to build a path of different skills which
can only be done with joint collaborations and strategic
alliances.  Gianluca Adami continued to say: “It is exactly
for this reason that we chose Progea as a strategic ally to
offer industrial solutions that can respond to structured
needs and issues where and when intelligent machines are
required to manage and control production processes. The
relationship with Progea was consolidated starting with
our business, by revamping our pc panel production and
interactive totems, aligning it with the Industry 4.0 stand of
modern industrial productions.”
Progea is an international leader in building SCADA/MES/
HMI platforms for industrial supervision and a player in
an extremely competitive sector. Over the years it has
established itself not only due to its product quality but
also to its top notch support services which are an essential
component of any software provider. If such services
are lacking or performed incorrectly, the customer will
risk having to pay dearly as a consequence. Intercomp
has decided to revamp and extend its production line
more than 22 meters by collaborating with Progea for the
supervision side to create a virtuous synergy and using the
best technologies available to day.

What did Intercomp need?
Gianluca Adami explained to us that Intercomp needed to
create an semi-automated assembly line for the production
of large products, such as information kiosks, info points,
automatic cash machines. The system had to be created to
withstand a production capacity of around 50 products a
day of a average-high complexity. In addition, the production
line had to be able to connect to the information system for
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production process control to provide aggregated data in
order to detect and comprehend the existence of any critical
productivity anomalies and the methods to remedy them
to make improvements. Adami goes on to say that, “The
production line that was extended is managed by a PC Panel
with HMI functions that allow operators automate all the
operations and have full control of each individual working
process using clear graphical interfaces to obtain maximum
security in all the production environment”.

A solution in symbiosis
The two extended assembly lines with the additional
22 meters are supervised and controlled by a software
application developed with Movicon.NExT installed on a
Intercomp PC Panel. This has enabled work plans to be
regulated semi-automatically at different levels to allow
operators to proceed with processing according to the
production phase.
55 test stations have also been added to the two assembly
lines, 32 of which are in the Burn-in chamber used for
temperature stress tests, and they are all automatically
supervised by the software developed with Progea’s
platform which immediately alerts any criticalities and
intervenes when necessary. Thanks to Movicon.NExT,
predefined programs can be set in the Burn-in chamber
to effectively automate the test process accordingly, for
example, such as:
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•

The power supply votage can be set at the
workstations (products functioning at 110V AC or
230V AC can be tested indifferently).

•

The status of each station can be checked (powered,
not powered, Alarm)

Movicon.NExT has also allowed us to monitor all the stress
factor tests on screen by recording the criticality event
types that occurred using the integrated Historian. With
this information, we can then take the necessary steps to
improve the production cycle and prevent further errors.

www.progea.com
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“We believe the end result to be a success and one which we hoped
to achieve to interconnect production for controlling and recording
all operations performed during the production processes, allowing
operators to use the machines to work better and increase the quality of
their operational skills.”
Gianluca Adami, Business Manager of Intercomp S.p.A.
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Progea Tech Info
Movicon.NExT awarded IEC-62443-3-3 certification
Progea has chosen to continue improving its technology
and has applied for the validation of Movicon.NExT
in conformance with IEC 62443-3-3 Industrial
communication networks – Network and Security
System – Part 3-3: System security requirements and
security levels international standard.
Several audits and cyber attack simulations were carried
out and on the 6th of June 2020 Movicon.NExT was
validated by Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance Italy with
the LRC00001153/3547690 Rev 1 audit certificate
demonstrating that Movicon.NExT is a software platform
designed to meet all the security requirements.
This confirms that the Movicon.NExT development
software, the quality assurance and assistance processes
are designed to be completely safe by Progea and
in compliance with the current Industrial IT security
guidelines.
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The new Movicon WebHMI with 100% web technology
The versatile Web technology with two possibilities:
- Web Client for Movicon
- WebHMI as HMI
Movicon WebHMI is a solution designed to run HTML5
web-based HMI projects created with Movicon.NExT 4.0.
The solution is based on a new generation Web Server
which can be combined with your own I/O Server and
other third party OPC UA Servers.
Based on the HTML5 technology, this solution allows Web
visualization of Movicon NexT screens using local device
browsers or by remote access.

What’s new in the coming soon Pro.Lean 4.0
Pro.Lean is the MES software technology for open and
flexible architectures.  By implementing Pro.Lean you will
be able to collect all your production data and calculate
performance indexes as well as measure production
downtimes.
As a response to the new generation of 4.0, Progea has
applied the following improvements:
• Double input/output batch machine management.
These are machines with elevated throughput times
that need to process differentiated input and output
declarations.
• Enhanced performances with maximum machine
limited highered to 00.
• MES Dashboard unified with real-time consultation for
all machines.
• Machine operating states customizable with script.
• Production order completion management.
• Upgrade available also in distributed installations on
multiple servers (particularly for databases separated
from Movicon).
• Graphics restyling of all screens.
• UTC date management.
• Language management (English, Italian and German) in
databased and in the home dashboard independently
from the plugin’s installation language.
• Screen parameterization and greater integration
(common contextual information).
• Wizard usability improvement.
• Greater database protection from unauthorized
tampering.
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Progea News
Progea and the 4.0 tax credit
Progea comfortably fits in the Industry 4.0 context for the
application flexibility of its Movicon.NExT software platform
product.  In addition to the «4.0 Tax Credit» concessions,
the benefits associated with innovation projects are
countless with Progea.
In fact, Progea is accredited as a “Research Laboratory” by
MIUR (the Ministry of Education, University and Research
in Italy).

A new Website for better news coverage
Progea has also launched a new website together with the
new Movicon.NExT 4.0 software release.
Pursuant to the guidelines of its new industrial software
platform, Progea chose to restyle the Movicon look by
integrating additional User Experience and User Interfaces.
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Marco Severini, the new Progea Global Sales Manager
It is a great pleasure to welcome Marco Severini to the
Progea Team as the new Global Sales Manager.
Marco has more than 20 years experience in program and
project management,  R&D coordination and business
management for highly specialized industrial automation
solutions applied to different sectors of the manufacturing
industry.
He has a solid technical background and a complete
understanding of automatic control system design and
implemention for industrial machinery and processes. We
are really delighted that he has chosen Progea to pursue his
professional career.

Solution Provider Day 2020
As is customary towards the end of October every year,
Progea will be organizing a day dedicated to its network
of Solution Providers to preview all the new technology
for 2021. Given the success of 2019, this will be an
opportunity to revive the Movicon Experience. A moment
in which System Integrators will have a chance to go on
stage and showcase their own projects or solutions using
the ecosystem of Movicon products.
We look forward to a great turn out as usual.
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